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María Teresa TattoMichigan State UniversityUSAmttatto@msu.edu
AbstractThis presentation describes the results of the Teacher Education and Develop-ment Study in Mathematics (TEDS-M) a collaborative study of the mathematicspreparation of future primary and secondary teachers. The study explored thequestion of whether what future teachers learn in pre-service teacher educationleads to more effective knowledge of mathematics and mathematics for teaching.The methods and results of TEDSM are examined in light of their contribution toa prospective international study of novice mathematics teachers known as TheFirst Five Years of Mathematics Teaching or FIRSTMATH.Key wordsMathematics Education, teacher education, professional development, internationalcomparisons.Resumen3En este documento se describen los resultados del Estudio sobre la Formacióny Desarrollo de Docentes – Aprender cómo Enseñar las Matemáticas (TEDS–M),un estudio colaborativo sobre la preparación matemática de los futuros docentesde primaria y secundaria. El estudio exploró la cuestión de si lo que los futurosdocentes aprenden en la formación docente previa al servicio conduce a un cono-cimiento más efectiva de las matemáticas y las matemáticas para la enseñanza.Los métodos y resultados de TEDS–M se examinan a la luz de su contribucióna un estudio prospectivo internacional de docentes de matemáticas principiantesconocidos como los Cinco Primeros Años de Enseñanza de las Matemáticas oFIRSTMATH .Palabras claveEducación matemática, formación de docentes, desarrollo profesional, comparacio-nes internacionales.
1 This work corresponds to a keynote address delivered at the XIV CIAEM, Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Chiapas,México, may, 2015.2 This research is sponsored by a grant to Michigan State University from the National ScienceFoundation [NSF DRL-0514431].3 El resumen y las palabras clave en español fueron agregados por los editores.
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1. Introduction
The latest TIMSS 2011 results measuring mathematics achievement of 8th grade stu-dents shows twelve education systems (including four US and one Canadian statesystems) scoring very high including Korea, Singapore, Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong,Japan, Massachusetts (in the USA), Minnesota (in the USA), the Russian Federation,the USA, North Carolina (USA), Quebec, and Indiana (USA) (with average scores rang-ing from 613 to 522; the US scored 509). TIMSS provides “benchmarks” to give meaningto the average scores obtained in the assessment; the cut scores for the different levelsare 625 indicating “advanced”, 550 indicating “high”, 475 indicating “intermediate”, and400 indicating “low”.For instance, eleven of the twelve systems described above had a higher percentage ofstudents performing at the advanced level than the US system as a whole, indeed giventhe average score for the U.S., 8th graders on average perform between the intermediateand the high level, with relatively few reaching the advanced level. The descriptionof the advanced level benchmark is included below (the other performance levels aredescribed in the NCES TIMSS 2011 report):At the advanced level, “[s]tudents can reason with information, draw conclusions, makegeneralizations, and solve linear equations. Students can solve a variety of fraction,proportion, and percent problems and justify their conclusions. Students can expressgeneralizations algebraically and model situations. They can solve a variety of problemsinvolving equations, formulas, and functions. Students can reason with geometric figuresto solve problems. Students can reason with data from several sources or unfamiliarrepresentations to solve multi-step problems” (Provasnik, S., Kastberg, D., Ferraro, D.,Lemanski, N., Roey, S., and Jenkins, F., 2012, p.19).This level of performance reflects the knowledge expected of secondary school graduatesin the US as stated in curricular materials and implemented in schools (e.g., TIMSS2011 reports that most US students are taught the major curricular topics of number,99% (versus 100% in Korea, and 99% in both Chinese Taipei and Singapore); algebra, 86%in US (versus 97% in Chinese Taipei, 91% in Korea, and 94% in Singapore); geometry,87 in US (versus 92 in Korea, 84% in Chinese Taipei, and 75% in Singapore), and dataand chance 91% in US (versus 81 Korea, 4% in Chinese Taipei, and 83% in Singapore).Thus a substantial amount of time is dedicated to teaching mathematics: in the US157 hours per year surpassing Korea (137) and Singapore (138) but slightly lower thanChinese Taipei (166). Yet while the advanced level of knowledge is easily reached bya large proportion of pupils in the 11 systems listed above (and in particular in Korea(613), Singapore (611), and Chinese Taipei (609), all above one standard deviation fromthe international mean and from the US score (509), US students find it difficult toattain this level of mathematics knowledge at the end of middle school. A more indepth look at the TIMSS data shows that the lower scores tend to be concentrated inpoorer schools and among students of minority background.But what do we know about the specific preparation of future U.S. secondary teachers?TIMSS 2011 found that while almost all of the eighth grade students were taughtmathematics by teachers with postgraduate university degrees (62% had a doctorate,
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master’s, or other postgraduate degree or diploma), or a bachelor’s degree collegedegree (38%), not all had a mathematics degree or a mathematics education major.Twenty eighty percent of eighth grade students were taught mathematics by teacherswho had a major in mathematics and in mathematics education with this group reportingthe highest score (524); 25% were taught by teachers who had a major in mathematicseducation but not in mathematics (reporting a score of 510), while 15% were taught byteachers who had a major in mathematics but not in mathematics education (reportingthe lowest score of 497). A large proportion of students (31%) were taught by teacherswith other majors (Mullis, Martin, Foy and Arora, 2012). The TIMSS studies providea general view in terms of degrees attained but fall short of describing what teachersactually know, the TEDS-M study provides this key information.
2. The TEDS-M Study
TEDS-M’s primary purpose was to gather empirical evidence about mathematics teacherpreparation for primary and lower secondary grades. The data included assessmentsof future teachers’ knowledge and was collected via surveys during 2008-2009 fromnational representative sample of institutions, teacher educators and future teacherswho were in their last year of their teacher preparation (see Tatto et al. 2012, or Tatto,2013 for more detail). This article reports on the secondary teacher education findings,the primary teacher education findings have been reported elsewhere.The questions that guided the TEDS-M study are:
1. What is the level and depth of the mathematics and related teaching knowledgeattained by prospective secondary teachers expected to enable them to teachthe kind of demanding mathematics curriculum currently found in the higherachieving countries (and required by U.S. on-going standards-based reform)? Isthis knowledge similar or different across countries?2. What are the learning opportunities available to prospective mathematics teach-ers at the secondary level and how are these structured? What is the contenttaught and what are the implementation processes of teacher education pro-grams?3. What are the policies that support secondary teachers’ achieved level and depthof mathematics and related teaching knowledge? How do these policies influencethe structure of teachers’ opportunities to learn mathematics at national andinstitutional levels, and how in turn do these contribute to the knowledge attainedby these future mathematics teachers?
The TEDS-M study can be seen as a comparative investigation on how teachers areexpected to acquire the knowledge conceived as needed to teach mathematics. Whilethe primary purpose of TEDS-M was to investigate the mathematics knowledge forteaching as a function of the structure and content of pre-service teacher education,the data collected in the study across a number of countries also helps explain the
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degree to which teacher education policy is achieving the goal of preparing knowledge-able mathematics teachers for secondary teaching. This article provides a report of thefindings for future secondary teachers and their programs in Botswana, Chile, ChineseTaipei, Germany, Malaysia, Oman, Philippines, Poland, the Russian Federation, Sin-gapore, Switzerland (German-speaking cantons only), Thailand, and the United States(public institutions only).4
3. Methods5
Future Teachers, Teacher Education Programs and Routes DefinitionsDefining what is meant by a future teacher and by a teacher education program wereimportant first tasks for this study. For the purposes of TEDS-M a future teacherwas defined as “a person enrolled in a teacher preparation program that is explicitlyintended to prepare teachers qualified to teach mathematics in any of the grades atprimary or lower secondary school level” (Tatto, 2013).The program and the route were two concepts used to define teacher education. Aprogram was defined as a specific pathway that exists within an institution that requiresstudents to undertake a set of subjects and experiences, and leads to the award of acommon credential or credentials on completion [..] a route is a set of teacher educationprograms available in a given country [and] share a number of common features thatdistinguish them from programs in other routes” (Tatto, 2013). TEDS-M identified twomajor routes:
Concurrent routes consisting of a single [teacher education] program that includesstudies in the subjects future teachers will be teaching (academic studies), studiesof pedagogy and education (professional studies) and practical experience in theclassroom; and consecutive routes consisting of a first phase for academic studies(leading to a degree or diploma), followed by a second phase of professional studiesand practical experience (leading to a separate credential / qualification); the firstand second phases need not have been completed in the same institution; and noroute can be considered consecutive if the institution or the government authoritiesdo not award a degree, diploma or official certificate at the end of the first phase(for more detail see Tatto, 2013).
SamplingThe international sampling plan used a stratified multi-stage probability samplingdesign. The programs to study were randomly selected from a national list of teachereducation programs, and future teachers were randomly selected from a list of in-scopefuture teachers for each of the randomly selected teacher preparation institutions. In
4 In the collaborative tradition of IEA, the countries invite themselves to participate in IEA studies.For TEDS-M a total of 15,163 future primary teachers were surveyed in 451 institutions and 9,389 futuresecondary teachers were surveyed in 339 institutions in 16 countries participated in the TEDS-M study (seeTatto et al., 2012, for the TEDS-M final report). Other countries participated in the study (Canada, Georgia,and Norway) but the data collected did not meet the coverage requirement to ascertain representativeness.They are therefore not included in this article.5 A detailed description of the TEDS-M methods is in Tatto, 2013.
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smaller countries, all teacher preparation institutions were selected to participate inTEDS-M, and in some countries, all eligible future teachers in the sampled institutionswere surveyed. While the samples are of unequal sizes these should be seen asrepresentative of national systems of teacher education in the countries.6Instruments7The data reported in this article comes from the survey of teacher education programsand from the future teacher survey. The survey of teacher education programs consistedof questions asking information about the organization and content of the programs in-cluded in the study. The future teacher survey consisted of questions asking aboutbackground characteristics and opportunities to learn, and an assessment of mathe-matics knowledge for teaching which measured mathematics content knowledge andmathematics pedagogy content knowledge. The instruments were rigorously developed,and translated from the English to the local languages and back translated to confirmaccuracy and consistency. Further details on the methods and design of the study canbe found in the TEDS-M Conceptual Framework and in the Technical Report (Tattoet al., 2008, and Tatto, 2013). The content and reliability of the scores and scales isdescribed below.
4. Program Measures
Program characteristics and structure
A survey of teacher preparation institutions was conducted to collect data on institu-tional program characteristics and structure.
Opportunities to learn (OTL)
A number of indices were included to allow exploration of the opportunities to learnthat future mathematics teachers have across countries such as counts of topics studiedin tertiary level mathematics, and in school level mathematics: (a) geometry taught atthe tertiary level, which included topics such as foundations of geometry or axiomaticgeometry, analytic/coordinate geometry, non-Euclidean geometry, and differential ge-ometry; (b) upper school level mathematics, including functions, relations, equations,data representation, probability, statistics, calculus, and validation, structuring, and ab-stracting. For the mathematics topic indicators (or counts of courses taken), Fit Indicesprovided evidence that the groupings of the courses, based on logical organization asjudged by experts, make sense given the data reported by future secondary teachers
6 The minimum sample size was set at 50 institutions per level; and an effective sample size of 400future teachers per level in a given country. “Effective sample size” means that the sample design must beas efficient (i.e., precise) as a simple random sample of 400 teachers from a (hypothetical) list of all eligiblefuture teachers.7 More details on the test and the study in general can be found in Tatto et al. 2008; and in Tatto, 2013.
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(for tertiary level mathematics CFI .969, TLI .986, RMSEA .032, and for school levelmathematics CFI .892, TLI .846, RMSEA .085).8All the other OTL indices are based on a 4-point scale (e.g., expressing frequency suchas “never” to “often”) and include topics such as mathematics education/pedagogy; ed-ucation /pedagogy; accommodations to classroom diversity and reflections on practice;from school experience and the practicum; in a coherent teacher education program(e.g., whether each of the courses was clearly designed to prepare future teachers tomeet a common set of explicit standard expectations for beginning teachers, whetherthere were clear links between most of the courses in the teacher education programand practicum experiences, and similar). Based on a series of confirmatory factor anal-yses, OTL indices were scaled using the Rasch model and are based on a score scalewhere 10 is located at the neutral position. The reliabilities for the opportunity to learnindices ranged from .83 to .97.9
Future Teachers Beliefs at the Program Level
Future Teachers Beliefs at the Program Level was defined as the sum of beliefs ex-pressed by future teachers at the moment close to exiting their program and measuredusing 6-point rating scales (e.g., “strongly agree to strongly disagree”) in five differentareas; two of these scales are relevant to the current exploration. The “nature of math-ematics scales” explored how future teachers perceive mathematics as a subject (e.g.,mathematics as formal, structural, procedural, or applied), while the “learning math-ematics scales” explored ideas about the appropriateness of particular instructionalactivities, questions about students’ cognition processes, and questions about the pur-poses of mathematics as a school subject. Belief items were scaled using the Raschmodel and are based on a score of 10 located at the neutral position. The reliabilityfor the beliefs scales was for the “mathematics as a set of rules and procedures” scale.93; and for “learning mathematics through active involvement”.92.
8 Comparative Fit Index (CFI): The CFI depends in large part on the average size of the correlationsin the data. If the average correlation between variables is not high, then the CFI will not be very high.An acceptable model is indicated by a CFI larger than .93, but .85 is acceptable (Bollen 1989).The TuckerLewis index (TLI) is relatively independent of sample size (Marsh, Balla, and McDonald 1988). Values over.90 or.95 are considered acceptable (e.g., Hu and Bentler 1999). Root Mean Square Error of Approximation(RMSEA): Another test of model fit, good models are considered to have a RMSEA of .05 or less. Modelswhose RMSEA is .1 or more have a poor fit.9 The reliabilities for the OTL and beliefs scales are unweighted and were estimated using jMetrik 2.1(Meyer, 2011). The reliability estimates are based on the congeneric measurement model, which allows eachitem to load on the common factor at different levels and allows item error variances to vary freely (eachitem can be measured with a different level of precision). This is the most flexible measurement model andmost appropriate for measures with few items. Reliabilities tend to be high if there is a lot of variation inthe sample relative to the size of the standard error. The reliability will be low if one of the following occurs:(a) There is a small standard deviation in the sample or (b) there is a large standard error (e.g., the testwas too easy for a particular sample).
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Program’s socioeconomic status
Programs’ socioeconomic status or wealth is an aggregated scale created by measuresof future teachers’ home possessions including number of books at home, and parents’levels of education.10
5. Future Teacher Measures
Background and prior attainment
The Future Teacher Questionnaire included questions about the background of respon-dents; specifically information about individuals’ socioeconomic status or SES, age,gender, and prior attainment.
Assessing Knowledge for Teaching: Mathematics Content Knowledge and MathematicsPedagogy Knowledge
The assessment of Mathematics Content Knowledge [MCK] measured four domains:number and operations, algebra and functions, geometry and measurement, and dataand chance. The assessment framework for mathematics content followed closely thatused in the Trends in Mathematics and Science Studies [TIMSS] (see Mullis, Martin, andFoy 2008; Garden, Lie, Robitaille, Angell, Martin, Mullis, Foy and Arora 2006). The testfor Mathematical Pedagogical Content Knowledge [MPCK] was developed by the TEDS-M team and measured three domains: curricular knowledge, knowledge of planning forteaching, and knowledge of enacting teaching. Three blocks of items were assembled forthe secondary test, each with 12 – 15 questions. Each future teacher received a bookletwith two of the blocks of items about knowledge for teaching mathematics. The testwas designed to take up to 60 minutes to answer under a controlled administration. Tosample all the domains the study used a “matrix sampling” design for the assessments(Mazzeo, Lazer, and Zieky, 2006).To obtain comparable estimates of performance, item response theory (IRT) was used.Item response theory allows estimates of performance to be obtained on the samescale even when the set of items taken by each individual is different (see, e.g., DeAyala, 2009). The first step in the process for forming the reporting score scales wasto calibrate the test items and then evaluate the results to determine if the data werewell fit by the IRT models. Items with poor fit were reviewed or removed from the scorecomputation; the final sets of items were calibrated again using weights so that eachcountry contributed equally to the calibration (Wu, Adams, Wilson, and Haldane 2007).The final calibration results were used to estimate the location of the examinees on acommon IRT scale and were then transformed so that the international mean for the
10 Using principal components analysis, a scale was created to obtain a proxy measure of socioeconomicstatus, by averaging the possessions in the parents or guardians home variables (such as number of booksat home, father’s highest level of education and mother’s highest level of education). Its aggregate within aprogram constitutes the variable Program’s socioeconomic status.
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calibration sample on each of the MCK and MPCK scales was 500 and the internationalstandard deviation was 100. For the international sample, the reliability was higher forthe longer mathematics content knowledge assessment than for the shorter mathematicspedagogical content knowledge assessment (.91 and .72 respectively). To give concretemeaning to the assessment results as reported in score scales the study team developedanchor points with corresponding descriptions (see Tatto, 2013).
6. Describing Secondary Teacher Education. Programs andtheir Students. Program Characteristics and Structure
Table 1 shows the variation in the provision of teacher education for future secondaryteachers. All the participating countries provide teacher education at the tertiary levelto the majority of their future secondary teachers with programs located in universitiesor institutions of higher education and typically with periods of practice in collaborationwith schools. Most countries provide a common curriculum for their future secondaryteachers who are expected to teach up to grade 11 and above. In other countrieshowever more than one program exists and teacher education is more specializedaccording to the lower and the upper levels of secondary schooling (e.g., preparingteachers to teach up to grade 10, and to teach up to grade 11 and above) this is thecase of Botswana, Germany, Poland, Singapore, and the USA. Most future secondaryteachers are expected to become mathematics specialists with the exception of Chilewhere they are prepared as “generalists”, and in Switzerland where they are consideredas “generalists with some specialization”. In most countries teacher education occursin concurrent programs (such as in Botswana, Chile, Chinese Taipei, Malaysia, thePhilippines, Poland, the Russian Federation, and Switzerland), but some countries alsohave consecutive programs (as in Oman, Singapore, Thailand, and the USA), and insome there is a combination of both (as in Germany). The duration of the programvaries (with a range of 3 to 6.5 years) depending on whether the program is concurrentor consecutive and the extent of the practicum experience.For the next sections findings are presented in two different tables according to thenumber of teacher education programs sampled in each participating country. Table 2shows the means and standard deviations for countries with larger samples of teachereducation programs and Table 3 for countries with smaller samples.
7. Opportunities to Learn
Future secondary teachers are given exposure to university and school level mathe-matics topics, especially in Poland, Russia and Thailand (in the larger countries) andin Chinese Taipei and Oman (in the smaller countries) with means close to or above3.5 out of 4 topics (see Tables 2 and 3). Chile shows the lowest exposure to bothareas of mathematics knowledge followed by Botswana and Singapore (whose futuresecondary teachers enter teacher education with high levels of mathematics knowl-edge already thus the noted emphasis on the mathematics of the school curriculum)in university level mathematics, all with means lower than 2. Overall, programs place
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more emphasis in the areas of school level mathematics (with means close or above 3).The frequency with which future secondary teachers engaged in reading research onteaching and mathematics was particularly low in Germany, Switzerland, and Poland.Program coherence (understood as consistency within and across the program’s oppor-tunities to learn and between these and practicum experiences) was seen as high inthe Philippines, Thailand, the Russian Federation, and the USA (among the countrieswith larger program samples); and in Botswana, Malaysia, Oman and Singapore.
8. Future Teachers Beliefs at the Program Level
What teachers think about mathematics as a subject and how it is best learned is animportant area of concern across teacher education. Two scales representing theseviews had a clear link with the tests results, the view that mathematics is a collectionof rules and procedures, and the view that mathematics is better learned throughactive learning (both scales are centered at 10 representing neutral). On average andconsistent with widely accepted views on learner centered teaching (e.g., “teachersmust focus on what the learner is thinking when learning—and not solely on thesubject/lesson to be taught”), most secondary future teachers show a tendency toagree with the idea that mathematics requires inquiry oriented learning. There is lessagreement (though still some support as most of the means are larger than 10) withthe first view indicating that mathematics can be seen as a collection of rules andprocedures, a view that if upheld would imply a more procedural view of mathematicsand if rejected a more inquiry oriented view signaling a philosophy more attuned tocurrent world thinking in education (see Tables 2 and 3).
9. Program socioeconomic status
Programs’ wealth is a scale created by measures of future teachers’ socioeconomicstatus such as home possessions including number of books at home, and parents’levels of education. The wealthier programs are in the Russian Federation followedby the USA among the countries with larger samples (Table 2); and by Germany andSwitzerland among the countries with smaller samples (see Table 3).
10. Future Teachers’ Background
The findings on future secondary teachers’ background reflect recruitment and selectionpolicies in teacher education programs as well as the social and economic level of thosewho are attracted into teaching. Among future secondary teachers, those with highersocioeconomic status are in the Russian Federation and in the USA (in Table 2), and inGermany, Switzerland (in Table 3). Future secondary teachers are in their early to mid-twenties, with the younger group in the Philippines and the oldest in Germany. Mostsecondary future teachers are female, with the exception of Botswana, Chinese Taipei,Singapore and Switzerland (with proportions ranging from .38 to .48). Self-reported
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levels of attainment as per average grades in high school (with 1 “below average foryear level,” and 5 “always at top of year level”) placed future secondary teachers asabove average with those reporting higher grades in Oman, the Russian Federationand the USA (ranging from 4.65 to close to 3.5 out of 5) and those reporting the lowestgrades in the Philippines (3.07). For the most part, teacher education policies varyregarding the quality of those that enter teacher education programs.
11. Future Teachers’ Knowledge for Teaching SecondaryLevel Mathematics
To describe concretely individuals’ levels of performance anchor points were developed.These were based on future secondary teachers’ scores at specific points reached on theMCK and MPCK scales (Tatto et al., 2012, p. 135). Items used to describe performanceat the anchor points were selected based on the probability that a future teacherwith a score at that point would get the relevant items right. For MCK two anchorpoints were identified: Anchor Point 1 representing a lower level of knowledge (witha 0.70 probability of answering the items correctly), and Anchor Point 2, representinga higher level of knowledge (with a 0.50 or less probability of answering the itemscorrectly). For MPCK (a scale with two-third less items than MCK) one anchor pointwas identified. A panel of mathematicians and mathematics educators analyzed theitems classified at these anchor points and formulated empirically based descriptions ofthe knowledge that future teachers demonstrated at each anchor point. The summaryof the anchor point definitions is included in Table 4, and a detailed description ofthe anchor points and examples can be found in the study’s international report (Tattoet al., 2012, p. 135-140). Anchor points are used in Tables 5 and 6 which show theMCK and MPCK results obtained by future secondary teachers across programs andcountries as described next.
Mathematics content knowledge anchor points
For MCK, anchor point 1, representing a lower level of knowledge, corresponds to ascale score of 490. Anchor Point 2, representing a higher level of knowledge, corre-sponds to a scale score of 559. Table 5 shows for MCK, the proportion of teachers whoscored above Anchor Point 1 and above Anchor Point 2, and the scaled score meanfor the each of the programs groups found in the countries. For those future teachersprepared to teach the secondary curriculum up to grade 10 (designated as group 5 inTable 5), close to 87 percent of those in Singapore reach anchor point 1 but less than40 percent reach anchor point 2. In Switzerland and Poland close to 75 and 80 percentreach anchor point 1 but again less than 40 percent reach anchor point 2. Only 53percent in Germany and 33.5 percent in the U.S. reach anchor point 1, and only 12.6and 2.1 percent of Germany and U.S. teachers respectively reach anchor point 2. Thescores among those teaching secondary students in grade 11 and above (group 6 inTable 5) improve for countries that have both program types, and in the U.S. the pro-portion reaching anchor point 2 is significantly higher (almost 90 points). Specificallyamong the secondary programs preparing teachers to teach secondary up to grade
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11 and above, over 90 percent of future secondary teachers in Chinese Taipei reachAnchor Point 2 (with a scale score of 667), and more than 60 percent in Singapore andGermany, but only 44.5 percent of those in the U.S. do so, nevertheless the averagescale score between those U.S. future teachers in group 5 and group 6 is significantlydifferent (468 versus 553 or 85 points in the assessment), and above the internationalmean.
Mathematics pedagogical content knowledge anchor point
One anchor point was defined for the secondary-level MPCK scale due to the compara-tively smaller number of items measuring mathematics pedagogical content knowledge,representing a score of 509 on the scale (see Table 6). Overall these items were morechallenging for all future secondary teachers, especially for those preparing to teachin the earlier grades of secondary school. Among those in programs preparing futuresecondary teachers to teach the curriculum up to grade 10 maximum (group 5), a largerproportion reached the anchor point in Switzerland, Singapore, Germany, and Poland(close to 71, 66, 52, and 50 percent respectively, with average scale scores rangingfrom 549 to 520) than the other countries. In the U.S. only 16.7 percent reach the an-chor point (with an average scale score of 471). In group 6, corresponding to teachersprepared to teach the secondary curriculum to grade 11 and above, over 90 percentfuture secondary teachers reach the anchor point in Chinese Taipei (with an averagescale of 649), followed by Germany, Singapore, and the Russian Federation (80, 75,71 percent respectively). In the U.S. about 60 percent reach the anchor point (withan average scale score of 542), again showing the significantly different performancesbetween teachers in group 5 and 6 (471 versus 542 or 71 points in the assessment),and above the international mean.It should be noted that countries make quite different policy decisions on how to preparefuture secondary teachers, and follow different implementation strategies. For instancein Chile, the Philippines and Switzerland there is only one program designed to preparelower secondary teachers but with substantially different results across these threecountries (with average scale scores of 354, 442, and 531 respectively); thus Switzerlandby preparing “generalists” with “some specialization” de facto prepares teachers at ahigher level than Chile also preparing “generalists” or than the Philippines preparing“specialists”. In Chinese Taipei and Russia the policy is to prepare future secondaryteachers to teach lower and upper secondary grades in one program and in this waymanage to prepare highly knowledgeable teachers for both levels (with average scalescores of 667 and 594). In countries that have both programs it is easy to see themediating role of program structure and design (including selection strategies) as allfuture teachers in group 6 do better on average than those in group 5.
12. Discussion
The focus on the TEDS-M results for secondary teacher education programs is importantbecause mathematics at the secondary level can be seen as the gateway to mathematics
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based or related careers. The TEDS-M findings reveal a number of features that maybe useful for future policy both systemic as well as programmatic. These features are:differentiation in teacher education offerings, the uneven outcomes of teacher education,and the variable quality and character of teacher education programs. I examine eachone in turn.
Differentiation in teacher education offerings
The able 1 below shows the wide variability in the design of teacher education forsecondary teachers. The most notable is the two strands that guide the secondaryteacher education curriculum in some countries which seem to parallel the schoolcurriculum. Lower secondary teachers are selected and prepared differently than thosewho are projected to teach higher secondary grades. While teacher education program’sdifferentiation interacts with selection procedures, differential access to opportunities tolearn key mathematics topics seems to be associated with lower scores in the TEDS-Massessments. Here it is important to note that it is access to opportunities to learnbefore and during the program that makes a difference rather than program structureyet these two dimensions in some cases interact as well.
Uneven outcomes of teacher education
An important finding from TEDS-M is that across countries secondary teacher cer-tification may mean different things. The TEDS-M assessments were developed incollaboration with all the participating countries’ teacher educators and education of-ficials. The items were validated across countries and there was agreement that whatthe assessment measured were desirable knowledge outcomes for the teaching pro-fession. The assessments were designed to align with the more ambitious goal ofengaging mathematics as a process of inquiry as opposed to only mastering math-ematical procedures. The variability found in the TEDS-M assessments reveals thedegree to which future teachers were able to demonstrate the knowledge required todo so. The assessments results in some cases span one or two standard deviationsbetween the countries and reveal an important policy challenge: namely that if theidea is to provide each child equitable access to mathematics education it is imperativethat their teachers also receive equitable access. The data on SES and gender as wellas former opportunities to learn reveal fundamental inequities in education systemsthat produce teacher candidates. Importantly however it is not only access to moremathematics but also the quality of the mathematics preparation received. TEDS-Mshows that future teachers that espoused the view that mathematics is best learnedby mastering a series of rules and procedures also had low scores in the TEDS-Massessments.
Variable quality of teacher education programs
The TEDS-M study also explored the degree to which teacher education programswere regulated and the association between higher scores in the assessments and
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the strength of their quality assurance systems / standards (Ingvarson et al., 2013).The finding was that the strength of the quality assurance mechanism established ineach country (e.g., accreditation, program entry and exit standards, and monitoringperformance during the program, successful induction) seemed to be associated withbetter outcomes.While these findings are important the TEDS-M study is only the first study in a largerresearch program. The FIRSTMATH study is exploring whether those individuals whoattain higher scores in our assessments are also the best teachers. FIRSTMATH justfinished developing and testing instruments and methods with close to 15 countries.This preliminary proof-of-concept study has been successful and we are seeking fundingfor the main study which will also be international and comparative and will requirerepresentative samples of novice teachers.For mathematics teacher educators it is imperative to engage in this kind of collaborativeresearch endeavor. We have developed the methods, and done a field trial, you areinvited to join us.
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Table 1Organizational Characteristics of Teacher Education Program-Secondary types in the TEDS-MStudy
Country Program-type Consecutive/Concurrent Durationyears Gradespan Specialization Program group
Botswana Diploma inSecondaryEducation,Colleges ofEducation
Concurrent 3 8-10 Specialist 5: Lowersecondary (grade10 max)
Bachelor ofSecondaryEducation(Science),University ofBotswana
Concurrent 4 8-12 Specialist 6: Uppersecondary ( up tograde 11 andabove)
Chile Generalist Concurrent 4 1-8 Generalist
BOTH 3(Primary-lowersecondary -grade 10 max) &5 (Lowersecondary -grade 10 max)Generalist withfurthermathematicseducation Concurrent 4 5-8 Generalist
5: Lowersecondary (grade10 max)
ChineseTaipei
SecondaryMathematicsTeacherEducation Concurrent 4.5 7-12 Specialist
6: Uppersecondary (up tograde 11 andabove)
Germany
Teachers ofGrades 1-9/10with Mathematicsas TeachingSubject (Type 2a)
Hybrid of thetwo 3.5+2.0 1-9/10 Specialist(in 2subjects)
BOTH 4 (Primarymathematicsspecialist) & 5(Lower secondary- grade 10 max)Teachers forGrades 5/7-9/10with Mathematicsas TeachingSubject (Type 3)
Hybrid of thetwo 3.5+2.0 5/7-9/10 Specialist(in 2subjects)
5: Lowersecondary (grade10 max)
Teachers forGrades 5/7-12/13with Mathematicsas a Teach-ingSubject (Type 4)
Hybrid of thetwo 4.5+2.0 5/7-12/13 Specialist(in 2subjects)
6: Uppersecondary (up tograde 11 andabove)
Malaysia B.Ed(Mathematics)Secondary Concurrent 4 7-13
Specialist(in 2subjects)
6: Uppersecondary (up tograde 11 andabove)
i
i
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B.Sc.Ed(Mathematics)Secondary Concurrent 4 7-13
Specialist(in 2subjects)
6: Uppersecondary (up tograde 11 andabove)
Oman Bachelor ofEducation,University Concurrent 5 5-12 Specialist
6: Uppersecondary (up tograde 11 andabove)EducationalDiploma afterB.Sc. Consecutive 5+1 5-12 Specialist
6:Uppersecondary (up tograde 11 andabove)Bachelor ofEducation,Colleges ofEducation Concurrent 4 5-12 Specialist
6:Uppersecondary (up tograde 11 andabove)
Philippines Bachelor inSecondaryEducation Concurrent 4 7-10 Specialist
5: Lowersecondary (grade10 max)
Poland Mathematics BAFirst Cycle Concurrent 3 4-9 Specialist
BOTH 4 (Primarymathematicsspecialist) & 5(Lower secondary- grade 10 max)
Mathematics MALong Cycle Concurrent 5 4-12 Specialist
BOTH 4 (Primarymath specialist)
& 6 (Uppersecondary - up tograde 11 andabove)RussianFedera-tion Teacher ofMathematics Concurrent 5 5-11 Specialist
6: Uppersecondary (up tograde 11 andabove)
Singapore PGDE, LowerSecondary Consecutive 4+1 7-8 Specialist(in 2subjects)
5: Lowersecondary (grade10 max)
PGDE, Secondary Consecutive 4+1 7-12 Specialist(in 2subjects)
6: Uppersecondary (up tograde 11 andabove)
Switzer-land Teachers forSecondary School(Grades 7-9) Concurrent 4.5 7-9
Generalist,somespecial-ization
5: Lowersecondary (grade10 max)
Thailand Bachelor ofEducation Concurrent 5 1-12 Specialist
BOTH 4 (Primarymathematicsspecialist) & 6(Upper secondary- up to grade 11and above)
i
i
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GraduateDiploma inTeachingProfession Consecutive 4+1 1-12 Specialist
BOTH 4 (Primarymath specialist)
& 6 (Uppersecondary - up tograde 11 andabove)
USA Primary +SecondaryConcurrent Concurrent 4 4/5-8/9 Specialist
BOTH 4 (Primarymathematicsspecialist) & 5(Lower secondary- grade 10 max)
Primary +SecondaryConsecutive Consecutive 4+1 4/5-8/9 Specialist
BOTH 4 (Primarymathematicsspecialist) & 5(Lower secondary- grade 10 max)
SecondaryConcurrent Concurrent 4 6/7-12 Specialist
6: Uppersecondary (up tograde 11 andabove)
SecondaryConsecutive Consecutive 4+1 6/7-12 Specialist
6: Uppersecondary (up tograde 11 andabove)
Source: Tatto et al., 2012.
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Table 2Means and Standard Deviations for TEDS-M Future Teachers Knowledge for TeachingMathematics in Secondary Programs for Countries with Larger Program Samples
ChileNLevel 1 =648NLevel 2 =37
PhilippinesNLevel 1 =668NLevel 2 =46
bfPolandNLevel 1 =247NLevel 2 =34
RussianFed.NLevel 1 =1951NLevel 2 =48
ThailandNLevel 1 =614NLevel 2 =52
USANLevel 1 =461NLevel 2 =68M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SDMCK score 356.35 84.60 449.36 48.29 536.05 88.91 593.26 90.84 478.46 57.91 536.13 65.36MPCK Score 394.58 87.70 451.50 60.75 525.98 95.04 569.01 94.67 477.41 64.37 529.15 80.55SES*[SES] −0￿29 0.80 −0￿63 0.86 −0￿11 0.73 0.60 0.64 −0￿90 1.06 0.46 0.84Age [MFA001] 23.85 2.80 20.96 2.00 23.13 5.33 22.01 1.59 22.34 0.81 25.26 6.45Proportionfemale[MFA002_]1=F;0=M 0.84 0.36 0.65 0.48 0.81 0.22 0.72 0.45 0.75 0.43 0.69 0.28Priorattainment:Average gradesin secondaryschool(1=belowaverage foryear level;5=Always attop of yearlevel)[MFA009_]
3.28 1.14 3.07 0.95 3.28 0.84 3.80 0.89 3.29 0.84 3.88 1.00
Averagenumber ofuniversity levelmathematicstopics ingeometry everstudied (range0-4)[MFB1GEOM]
1.87 0.54 2.78 0.45 3.23 0.47 3.81 0.21 3.41 0.42 2.59 0.74
Averagenumber ofschool levelmathematicstopics infunction,probability andcalculusstudied as partof the TEprogram (range0-4)[MFB2SLMF]
1.53 0.45 2.74 0.50 3.82 0.25 3.46 0.32 3.51 0.61 2.81 0.79
i
i
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Averagefrequency withwhich futureteachersengaged inreadingresearch onteaching andmathematics(scalescentered at 10representingneutral)[MFB5READ]
9.22 0.96 10.68 0.74 8.15 1.34 10.28 0.75 10.31 0.75 10.61 1.34
Average levelof programcoherence(scalescentered at 10representingneu-tral)[MFB15COH]
11.90 1.21 13.59 0.88 11.53 1.14 12.93 0.75 13.01 0.99 12.78 1.63
vAverageagreement withthe belief thatmathematics isa collection ofrules and pro-cedures (scalescentered at10 represent-ing neutral)[MFD1RULE]
10.94 0.55 12.67 0.63 10.39 0.51 10.52 0.28 11.83 0.56 10.71 0.59
Averageagreementwith the beliefthatmathematics isbetter learnedthrough activelearning(scalescentered at 10representingneutral)[MFD2ACTV]
12.73 0.48 11.80 0.50 12.29 0.79 11.89 0.47 11.96 0.55 12.11 0.90
Average SESfor eachprogram(aggregatedfrom futureteachers SES)[SES]
−0￿21 0.47 −0￿64 0.49 −0￿10 0.28 0.60 0.17 −0￿83 0.54 0.47 0.48
i
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Table 3Means and Standard Deviations for TEDS-M Future Teachers in Secondary Programsfor Countries with Smaller Program Samples
BOTSWANAN=31 TAIPEIN=355 GERMANYN=620 MALAYSIAN=357 OMANN=153 SINGAPOREN=371 SWITZERLANDN=137M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SDMCK score 437.48 41.88 666.58 75.37 541.91 84.33 495.06 51.09 470.96 46.84 573.92 60.72 530.64 48.79MPCK Score 431.22 62.85 647.67 94.46 553.12 98.16 472.95 62.55 466.00 68.97 554.84 84.69 546.48 73.03SES* -1.30 .67 -.50 .88 .41 .94 -.69 .79 -1.05 .59 -.55 .79 .12 .91Age [MFA001] 24.74 3.57 24.06 2.28 28.98 4.91 22.70 2.32 21.93 .856 26.73 4.00 26.20 4.30Proportionfemale[MFA002_]1=F;0=M .39 .49 .38 .49 .62 .48 .82 .38 .60 .49 .48 .50 .42 .49Priorattainment:Average gradesin secondaryschool(1=belowaverage foryear level;5=Always attop of yearlevel)[MFA009_]
3.77 .76 3.66 1.07 3.32 .88 3.82 .96 4.65 .58 3.52 .95 3.41 .91
Averagenumber ofuniversity levelmathematicstopics ingeometry everstudied (range0-4)[MFB1GEOM]
1.81 .30 3.23 .33 2.20 .47 2.77 .45 3.41 .26 1.49 .40 2.78 .43
Averagenumber ofschool levelmathematicstopics infunction,probability andcalculusstudied as partof the TEprogram (range0-4)[MFB2SLMF]
3.00 .10 3.45 .35 2.48 .57 3.45 .17 3.30 .13 2.63 .30 2.90 .40
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Averagefrequency withwhich futureteachersengaged inreadingresearch onteaching andmathematics(scalescentered at 10representingneutral)[MFB5READ]
10.55 .44 9.69 .86 8.01 .49 10.37 .30 10.04 .23 9.12 .15 8.75 .80
Average levelof programcoherence(scalescentered at 10representingneu-tral)[MFB15COH]
12.84 1.34 11.97 .57 9.17 .48 12.73 .50 12.45 1.04 12.03 .17 10.45 .87
Averageagreementwith the beliefthatmathematics isa collection ofrules andprocedures(scalescentered at 10representingneutral)[MFD1RULE]
11.49 .17 10.81 .20 9.66 .15 11.63 .19 11.38 .25 10.91 .07 9.85 .28
Averageagreementwith the beliefthatmathematics isbetter learnedthrough activelearning(scalescentered at 10representingneutral)[MFD2ACTV]
11.79 .21 12.35 .26 12.43 .33 11.38 .21 11.99 .34 11.53 .15 12.47 .43
Average SESfor eachprogram(aggregatedfrom futureteachers SES)[SES]
-1.37 .06 -.50 .20 .41 .30 -.70 .15 -1.05 .13 -.55 .11 .12 .20
i
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Table 4Summary of Anchor Point Descriptions for Mathematics Content Knowledge (MCK) and Mathe-matics Pedagogical Content Knowledge (MPCK) for Secondary Future TeachersMathematics Content Knowledge(MCK) Mathematics Pedagogical ContentKnowledge (MPCK)Success with Difficulty with Success with Difficulty with
AP1For MCK twoanchor pointswere definedAP1correspondsto a scalescore of 490For MPCKone anchorpoint wasdefined andcorrespondsto a scalescore of 509
Demonstratingknowledge ofconcepts relatedto wholenumbers,integers, andrational numbers,and theassociatedcomputations
Describing gen-eral patterns
Knowing thelower-secondarycurriculum, andplanning forin-struction (forinstanceidentifyingprerequi-sites forteaching ade-rivation of thequadrat-icformula, anddeter-miningconsequences ofmoving theconcept of squareroot from thelower-secondaryto theupper-secondaryschoolmathematicscurriculum)
Identifying oranalyzing errorsin more complexmathematicalsituations (forinstance theycould notconsistentlyapply a rubricwith descriptionsof threeperformancelevels to evaluatestudents’solutions to aproblem aboutlinear andnon-lineargrowth).
Evaluatingalgebraicexpressionscorrectly, andsolving simplelinear andquadraticequations,particularly thosethat can besolved bysubstitution ortrial and error.
Solvingmulti-stepproblems withcomplex linguisticor mathematicalrelations
Enacting(teaching) schoolmathematicsskills andevaluatingstudents’mathematicalwork correctly insome situations(for instancedetermining if astu-dent’sdiagramsatis-fied certaingiven con-ditionsin geometry, andrecognizing astudent’s correctargu-ment aboutdivisibility ofwhole numbers)
Understandingand interpretingstudents’ thinkingor determiningappropriateresponses tostudents
i
i
i
i
i
i
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Demonstratingknowledge ofstandardgeometric figuresin the plane andspace, andidentifying andapplying simplerelations in planegeometry
Relatingequivalentrepresentations ofconcepts with atendency toovergeneralizeconcepts
Analyzingstudents’ errorswhen thestudents’ workinvolved a singlestep or shortexplanations (forexample,identifying anerror in ahistogram)
Understandingthe concept andmeaning of avalidmathematicalargument (forinstance unableto evaluateinvalid argumentssuch asrecognizing thatexamples are notsufficient toconstitute aproof)Interpreting andsolving morecomplex problemsabout numbers,algebra, andgeometry if thecontext orproblem type wascommonly taughtinlower-secondaryschools.
Reasoningmathematically,particularlydifficulty inrecognizing faultyarguments andjustifying orprovingconclusions
AP2For MCKonlycorrespondsto a scalescore of 559
[likely tocor-rectly do allthe mathematicsthat could bedone by a futureteacher at AnchorPoint 1]
Solving problemsstated in purelyabstract terms.
Knowingfunctions(particularlylinear, quadratic,and exponential)
Workingcompetently onfoundationalmaterial, such asaxiomatic systems
Reading,analyzing andapplying abstractdefinitions andnotation,
Reasoninglogically (e.g., notattending to allconditions ofdefinitions ortheorems andconfusing thetruth of astatement withthe validity of anargument)
i
i
i
i
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Making andrecognizingsimple arguments
Recognizing validproofs of morecomplexstatementsKnowing somedefinitions andtheoremstypically taughtin tertiary-levelcourses, such ascalculus, abstractalgebra, andcollege geometry,and applyingthem instraightforwardsituations.
Constructing andcompletingmathematicalproofs
Source: Tatto et al., 2012, p. 142-148.
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Table 5Future Secondary Teachers Mathematics Content Knowledge by Program Type andCountry
ProgramGroup Country Sam-pleSize
ValidData(N)
PercentMiss-ing(Weight-ed)
Percent ator aboveAnchorPoint 1(SE)
Percent ator aboveAnchorPoint 2(SE)
ScaledScore:Mean (SE)
Group 5.LowerSecondary(to Grade 10Maxi-mum)
Botswanaa 34 34 0.0 6.0 (4.2) 0.0 436 (7)Chileb 746 741 0.6 1.2 (0.4) 0.0 354 (3)Germany 408 406 0.3 53.5 (3.4) 12.6 (2.2) 483 (5)Philippines 733 733 0.0 14.0 (3.0) 0.2 (0.1) 442 (5)Polandc 158 158 0.0 75.6 (3.5) 34.7 (3.2) 529 (4)Singapore 142 142 0.0 86.9 (3.1) 36.6 (4.3) 544 (4)Switzerlandd 141 141 0.0 79.7 (3.4) 26.7 (3.2) 531 (4)† USAf 169 121 32.7 33.5 (2.2) 2.1 (1.3) 468 (4)
Group 6.Lower &UpperSecondary(to Grade 11and above)
Botswanaa 19 19 0.0 21.1 (7.4) 0.0 449 (8)ChineseTaipei 365 365 0.0 98.6 (0.8) 95.6 (1) 667 (4)Germany 363 362 0.1 93.4 (1.5) 62.1 (2.9) 585 (4)Malaysia 389 388 0.2 57.1 (2.3) 6.9 (0.9) 493 (2)Oman 268 268 0.0 37.1 (2.7) 1.8 (0.6) 472 (2)Poland 140 139 0.8 85.7 (2.6) 35.7 (2.7) 549 (4)RussianFederationh 2141 2139 0.1 88.8 (1.7) 61.1 (4.3) 594 (13)Singapore 251 251 0.0 97.6 (1.0) 62.9 (2.6) 587 (4)Thailand 652 652 0.0 41.0 (1.5) 8.4 (1.1) 479 (2)† USAf 438 354 21.3 87.1 (2.0) 44.5 (3.9) 553 (5)The dagger symbol (†) is used to alert readers to situations where data were available from less than85% of respondents. The shaded areas identify data that, for reasons explained in the annotations, can becompared with data from other countries with caution. The solid vertical lines on the chart show the twoAnchor Points (490 and 559).a. Botswana: The sample size is small (N=53), but arises from a census of a small population.b. Chile: Combined participation rate between 60 and 75%.c. Poland: Reduced coverage: institutions with consecutive programs only were not covered. Combinedparticipation rate between 60 and 75%.d. Switzerland: Reduced coverage: includes only institutions where German is the primary language ofuse and instruction.f. USA: Reduced coverage: public institutions only. Combined participation rate between 60% and 75%.An exception was made to accept data from one institution because one additional participant wouldhave brought the response rate above the 50% threshold. Although the participation rate for the completesample meets the required standards, the data contain records that were completed using a telephoneinterview, when circumstances did not allow administration of the full questionnaire. Of the 607 recordedas participants, the full questionnaire was administered to 502. Bias may arise in the data becausesignificant numbers of individuals were not administered the full questionnaire.h. Russian Federation: An unknown number of those surveyed had previously qualified to become primaryteachers.Source: Tatto et al., 2012.
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Table 6Future Secondary Teachers Mathematics Pedagogical Content Knowledge by ProgramType and Country
ProgramGroup Country Sam-pleSize
ValidData(N)
PercentMissing(Weighted)
Percent ator aboveAnchorPoint (SE)
ScaledScore:Mean (SE)
Group 5.LowerSecondary(to Grade 10Maxi-mum)
Botswanaa 34 34 0.0 8.9 (5-1) 436 (9)Chileb 746 741 0.6 5.7 (1.1) 394 (4)Germany 408 406 0.3 52.5 (4.6) 515 (6)Philippines 733 733 0.0 12.3 (2.0) 450 (5)Polandc 158 158 0.0 49.7 (3.1) 520 (5)Singapore 142 142 0.0 65.9 (4.2) 539 (6)Switzerlandd 141 141 0.0 70.9 (3.8) 549 (6)† USAf 169 121 32.7 16.7 (3.1) 471 (4)
Group 6.Lower &UpperSecondary(to Grade 11and above)
Botswanaa 19 19 0.0 5.3 (7.4) 409 (16)Chinese Taipei 365 365 0.0 93.3 (1.5) 649 (5)Germany 363 362 0.1 80.3 (2.7) 586 (7)Malaysia 389 388 0.2 27.9 (2.5) 472 (3)Oman 268 268 0.0 29.8 (2.9) 474 (4)Poland 140 139 0.8 62.2 (4.7) 528 (6)Russian Federationh 2141 2139 0.1 71.0 (3.1) 566 (10)Singapore 251 251 0.0 75.3 (3.1) 562 (6)Thailand 652 652 0.0 28.4 (1.9) 476 (2)† USAf 438 354 21.3 61.0 (3.0) 542 (6)The dagger symbol (†) is used to alert readers to situations where data were available from less than85% of respondents. The shaded areas identify data that, for reasons explained in the annotations,can be compared with data from other countries with caution. The solid vertical lines on the chartshow the two Anchor Points (490 and 559).a. Botswana: The sample size is small (N=53), but arises from a census of a small population.b. Chile: Combined participation rate between 60 and 75%.c. Poland: Reduced coverage: institutions with consecutive programs only were not covered.Combined participation rate between 60 and 75%.d. Switzerland: Reduced coverage: includes only institutions where German is the primary languageof use and instruction.f. USA: Reduced coverage: public institutions only. Combined participation rate between 60% and75%. An exception was made to accept data from one institution because one additional participantwould have brought the response rate above the 50% threshold. Although the participation rate forthe complete sample meets the required standards, the data contain records that were completedusing a telephone interview, when circumstances did not allow administration of the full question-naire. Of the 607 recorded as participants, the full questionnaire was administered to 502. Biasmay arise in the data because significant numbers of individuals were not administered the fullquestionnaire.h. Russian Federation: An unknown number of those surveyed had previously qualified to becomeprimary teachers.Source: Tatto et al., 2012.
